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Cover image
View west towards the coastal opening of the Blackmans Bay Blowhole (centre left), 24 December 2019.
The cliff is composed of Permian-age siltstone, sandstone and mudstone dipping approximately 120
WSW.

Refer to this report as
Cromer, W. C. (2020). Geotechnical Report, Blackmans Bay Blowhole and Environs. Unpublished report
for Kingborough Council by William C. Cromer Pty. Ltd., 21 January 2020.

Important Disclaimer
This document has been prepared for use by the client named above by William C Cromer Pty Ltd (WCCPL) and has
been compiled by using the firm’s expert knowledge, due care and professional expertise. WCCPL does not guarantee
that the publication is without flaw of any kind or is wholly appropriate for every purpose for which it may be used.
To the extent permitted by law, WCCPL (including its employees and consultants) excludes all liability to any person
for any consequences, including but not limited to all losses, damages, costs, expenses and any other compensation,
arising directly or indirectly from using this document (in part or in whole) and any information or material contained in
it.

Warning
Printed copies of this report must be in colour, and in full.
No responsibility is otherwise taken for its contents.
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SUMMARY
In recent geotechnical investigations commissioned by Kingborough Council, three types of
geotechnical hazards are recognised at and near Blackmans Bay Blowhole. They are
rockfalls/topples of a range of sizes, small landslides, and tree falls.
The hazards present no unacceptable risks to infrastructure (the cliff top fence and Talone
Road: no houses are at credible risk), and no management is required.
The hazards present varying (mostly low) risks to life. In this report, these are compared to
acceptability criteria recommended by the Australian Geomechanics Society Landslide Risk
Management 2007c, but Kingborough Council as regulator should assess acceptability for
these risks against its own organisational criteria. If risk treatment is contemplated, reducing
the likelihood of the hazards occurring is impracticable. Treatment (if any) should focus on
reducing consequences of the hazards, which in turn may mean regulating public access to
parts of the area.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background, scope and personnel

1.1.1

Background

In December 2019, William C. Cromer Pty. Ltd. (WCC) was commissioned by Kingborough
Council (KC) to conduct geotechnical investigations at the northern end of Blackmans Bay
Beach, including the sea cliffs and Blackmans Bay Blowhole, and the land seawards of Talone
Road as far north as 36 Talone Road.
Council’s background notes, instructions and the study area are in Attachment 1.
Relevant background observations are:


In January 2017 a fatality occurred from a cliff-top fall near the Blackmans Bay
Blowhole.



Following a coroner’s report into the fatality, KC acquired land adjacent to the site of
the fatality, and commissioned a Public Safety Risk Assessment by IPM Consulting
Services.



IPM reviewed the public safety risks, the existing risk management, and any additional
improvements to risk management which might be appropriate.



IPM noted the known activities in the area were sightseeing, general recreational use,
abseiling (by tourist operators, community groups and schools) and cliff jumping.



The most significant hazards associated with these activities were identified as falls
from the edges of the cliff and blowhole, injury from rockfalls and falling tree limbs,
injuries from pedestrian-traffic interaction, and slips and trips on uneven and unofficial
paths.



Collectively, the public safety risk was regarded by IPM as significant.



IPM made several recommendations, including:

1.1.2

o

upgraded fencing along the cliff top,

o

engineered and certified anchors for abseiling,

o

warning signage,

o

public education, and

o

a “Geotechnical review of the blowhole and cliffs in accordance with the
Landslide Risk Management standard released by the Australian Geomechanics
Society in 2007.”

Scope, personnel and dates

WCC’s scope of investigations paraphrased from Attachment 1 was to:


describe the relevant geological conditions in the study area,



identify and characterise geological/geotechnical risks, suggest (as required) risk
management measures, and



where appropriate, provide geotechnical specifications for the control measures
recommended by IPM.
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To address this scope, the following investigations were conducted:
Desk-top study
A review was done of on-line geotechnical and geological information relating to the study area
and environs. Most is presented in Attachment 2.
Field work
Field work included:


an initial inspection and photography on 4 December 2019



off-shore (kayaking) site inspection and photography on 24 December 2019



mapping, drone photography, and informal doorknocking to meet local residents on
Talone Road on 2 January 2020,



dynamic cone penetrometer (DCP) profiling at 16 locations along the existing and
proposed extended fenceline in the study area on 2 January 2020, and



separate on-site discussions about abseiling with Mr. P. Harris of Aardvark Adventures
(AA), and Mr. Luke Hamilton of the Tasmanian Climbing Instructors Association (TCIA)
on 2 January 2020.

The geological and geotechnical inspections, drone photography and abseiling meetings were
conducted by engineering geologist Bill Cromer. Consulting geologist Genevieve Bremner and
field assistant Richard Mackintosh carried out the DCP profiling.

1.2

Presentation of results

Most of the results of investigation are presented in the six Attachments accompanying this
report.

1.3

Previous geotechnical inspection

At the request of KC, I conducted a brief geotechnical inspection of the Blackmans Bay
Blowhole in April 1999, and in a one-page report1 made some minor suggestions in relation to
fencing and stormwater control.

1

Cromer, W. C. (1999). Re: Blackmans Bay Blowhole – geotechnical inspection. Letter/report to Mr. S. Kaczmarski,
Program Engineer, Technical Services, Kingborough Council. Environmental & Technical Services Pty. Ltd., 4 May
1999.
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Geology

2.1.1

Published geology
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RESULTS

The published2 bedrock geology of the district (Attachment 2) shows Permian-age sedimentary
rocks underlie the whole area, with the exception of beach and dune sand at and near sea
level on Blackmans Bay Beach. The Permian rocks are described as unfossiliferous
glaciomarine3 interbedded mudstone, siltstone and sandstone of the Abels Bay Formation.

2.1.2

Observed geology

Site observations support the published geology. Relevant ones are:
Excellent exposures of well-bedded siltstone, sandstone and mudstone occur on the sea cliffs
in the study area. The cliffs range from less than a few metres high at the northern end of
Blackmans Bay Beach, to about 15 – 17m high at the entrance to the blowhole, to about 40m
high at the northern end of the study area (Figures 1 and 2).

Blowhole entrance

Figure 1.

View west towards the southern part of the study area, showing well-bedded Permianage siltstone, sandstone and mudstone dipping approximately 120 southwest.

Bed thickness ranges from about 0.1m to almost one metre, and dips approximately 120 to the
southwest.
2

Calver, C. R. (compiler). 2007. Digital Geological Atlas 1:25,000 Scale Series. Sheet 5223. Blackmans Bay. Mineral
Resources Tasmania
3
Glaciomarine sediments are deposited in a marine environment fed by glacial meltwater and/or glaciers and
icebergs.
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Jointing is well developed in the sedimentary rocks. Most is subvertical, with the major joint
direction, including that of the mouth to the blowhole, approximately striking (trending) 70 –
2500T. A set of similar joints strikes at roughly right angles and is subparallel to the bedding
strike (Figure 3). Joint spacing varies from less than 0.1m, to more than a metre.
The main joint set creating the blowhole and its mouth extends further to the west southwest
towards Blowhole Road, and the blowhole itself tends to preferentially erode in the same
direction.

Northern end of
study area

Figure 2.

View northwest to the sea cliffs in the northern half of the study area, showing well-bedded
Permian-age siltstone, sandstone and mudstone dipping approximately 120 southwest

Weathering of the bedrock is variable, ranging from slight to extreme. Slight weathering results
in little mineralogical change and a relatively high strength rock. Extreme weathering results in
chemical breakdown (typically of binding cement between grains) which produces a highly
erodible material usually exhibiting soil properties4.
At the base of the cliffs is a shore platform of variable width (depending on tides), which dips
inland at the same angle as the bedding. Platform width ranges from as little as a few metres,
up to 40m or so at low tide. In places, the platform is absent, and has either been cut through
by marine erosion along the major joint direction (Figure 3) or is locally replaced by a cobble
beach (eg at the northern end of the study area). The platform permits pedestrian access,
particularly at low tide, but access is difficult where it is disrupted along the major eroded joint
set (eg the blowhole mouth).
Slow retreat of the sea cliffs is continually occurring via erosion by waves at its base, and wind.
The mechanism of retreat is mostly rockfalls and topples, and very small scale landsliding. The
sizes of the falls and topples is controlled by joint directions and spacings, and ranges from
individual joint blocks less than 0.1m in diameter, up to major falls involving hundreds of tonnes
(Attachments 3 and 4).

4

Material with soil properties can be remoulded in the hand, with or without adding water.
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Figure 3.

Secondary subvertical joint set
(striking ≈ 35 – 2150 T)
Other subvertical joint sets

The dominant joint direction along the sea cliffs in the study area is approximately 70 –
2500T. These are subvertical, and marine erosion along some of them has produced the
blowhole and its mouth, and re-entrants A, B and C shown here. See also the photographs
in Attachment 3.
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Soils developed in-situ on bedrock are mostly light-coloured silty clay and clayey silt, usually
with siltstone and sandstone rock fragments, and with a stiff to very stiff consistency.
Along the cliff top, soil thickness ranges from about 0.2m to 1.6m, based on DCP profiling
(Attachment 5). Soil properties based on the DCP results (Figure 5.1 in Attachment 5) are also
variable:


Allowable bearing capacity typically (but not always) increases with depth, from about
200kPa near-surface to more than 400kPa at depths below about 0.5m.
Corresponding CBR values range from about 10% near-surface, to over 25% below
about 0.5m.



At DCP1, 2, 9 and 11, strength decreased with depth down to bedrock.

Soil interpreted as transported (colluvial) and containing angular rock fragments was observed
on south-facing slopes at the southern end of the study area.

2.1.3

Formation and age of Blackmans Bay Blowhole

Blackmans Bay Blowhole has been formed – and continues to be enlarged – by wave action
preferentially eroding along a major set of subvertical joints trending in a west southwest
direction in the Permian-age sedimentary rocks.
There are many other examples of similar erosion along adjacent coasts.
We are currently in an interglacial period, and have been for the past 10,000 years or so, when
sea level has been roughly the same as at present (Figure 4). It is possible that the blowhole
developed during this period, but it is also possible it is much older: There was a period of over
a hundred thousand years during the Last Glacial spanning about 6000 – 120,000 years ago
when sea level was 30 – 130m lower than at present, and blowhole formation was not
possible. But at around 120,000 – 130,000 years ago, sea level is thought to be up to 10m or
so higher than current levels, and blowhole formation might have been active then as well.

3
3.1

Geotechnical hazards

3.1.1

Conceptual geological models

DISCUSSION

Figures 5 and 6 are conceptual geological cross sections (“models”), at natural scale, through
the sea cliffs in the study area, at the locations shown in Figure 7.
The detail in the sections is consistent with site observations.
Cross section A – B depicts interpreted geological conditions through the blowhole and its
mouth. Cross section C – D is located some 120m further north, where the cliff is higher and
the shore platform wider.
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Figure 4.

LAST GLACIAL

LAST INTERGLACIAL
Blowhole forms?

CURRENT INTERGLACIAL
Blowhole forms?

Current sea level

Relative global sea level changes since the Last Interglacial, based on corals and other
evidence. (Figure 1 of Waelbroek et. al. (2002)). ka = thousands of years ago.
Reference: Waelbroek, C. et. al. (2002). Sea-level and deep water temperature changes derived from
benthic foraminifers isotopic records. Quaternary Science Reviews 21 pp 295 – 305.

3.1.2

Identified geotechnical hazards

Three types of geotechnical hazards5 are identified in the study area, and are shown in Figures
5 and 6:

5



Hazards 1 – 6 are rockfalls/topples involving different volumes of material – from
failures of hundreds of tonnes (Hazards 1 and 2), to individual small boulders weighing
a few kilograms (Hazard 6)6. Examples of these hazards are depicted in Plates 2 – 6
in Attachment 3, and in Attachment 4.



Hazard 7 are very small landslides (earthslides7) from at or near the top of the sea
cliffs, involving failure of the soil profile. Examples are shown in Plates 2, 3 and 5 in
Attachment 3.



Hazard 8 are tree and limb falls. Examples are depicted in Plates 2, 3 and 5 in
Attachment 3.

Injuries from pedestrian-traffic interaction, and slips and trips on uneven and unofficial paths, as identified by
IPM, are not considered to be geotechnical hazards, and are therefore not discussed further in this report.
6
The inset Tables on Figures 5 and 6 define landslide size and speed. Even rockfalls of hundreds of tonnes are
“small”.
7
Earthslides are landslides involving mostly soil, with only minor proportions of rock.
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Conceptual geological cross section A – B through the Blackmans Bay Blowhole, showing the
types, and nominal sizes and speeds, of identified geotechnical hazards. Note the human scale,
which is different to that in Figure 6. See Figure 7 for the location of the cross section.
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Conceptual geological cross section C – D roughly through the centre of the study area,
showing the types, and nominal sizes and speeds, of identified geotechnical hazards. Note
the human scale, which is different to that in Figure 5. See Figure 7 for the location of the
cross section.
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Figure 7.

Location of section lines A – B and C – D.

Source: www.thelist.tas.gov.au
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Landslide risk management

Attachment 6 is a landslide risk management (LRM) assessment8 of Hazards 1 – 8, in
accordance with the Australian Geomechanics Society Landslide Risk Management 2007
(AGS2007).
Qualitative risks to property
Property in this context is considered to be infrastructure – Talone Road and the cyclone fence
along the cliff edge.
It is regarded that houses along the western side of Talone Road are not at credible risk from
any of the hazards 1 – 8.
Table 1 (reproduced from Attachment 6) shows that hazards 1 – 8 present Low risk to
identified infrastructure in the study area, and no risk treatment is required.
Quantitative risks to life
Risk to life have been considered for four examples of activities which are judged to be
reasonably representative of those taking place in the study area:
Example 1. A mobile recreational individual walking on the shore platform, subject to
hazards 1 – 8. Risk to life for an individual most at risk is the sum of all risks and is
estimated to be 6 x 10-6.
Example 2. Static sightseers (3 people at a time) at the fenceline at the Talone Street
carpark, subject to hazard 1 only. Risk to life for an individual most at risk is estimated
to be 3 x 10-9.
Risk to life for all 3 people is 4 x 10-5, which as an F-N pair plots in the ALARP (As Low
as Reasonably Practicable) region of the societal risk graph.
Example 3. A small static abseiling group (5 people) at the base of the cliff near the
blowhole mouth, subject to hazards 1, 3 and 4. Risk to life for an individual most at
risk is estimated to be 7 x 10-8, 1 x 10-5 and 3.5 x 10-4 for hazards 1, 3 and 4
respectively.
Risk to life for all 5 people is 3.5 x 10-7 for hazard 1, which as an F-N pair plots in the
Acceptable region of the societal risk graph. The risk is 7 x 10-5 for hazard 3, which
plots on the ALARP region of the societal risk graph.
Example 4. An individual mobile kayaker or swimmer entering the blowhole via its
mouth (calm seas are presumed), subject to hazards 3 and 4. Risk to life for an
individual most at risk is estimated to be 2 x 10-5 and 5 x 10-4 for hazards 3 and 4
respectively.

8

Important notes. 1. LRM, and particularly the assessment of hazard likelihood, is a subjective process.
Likelihoods for hazards 1 – 8 are shown qualitatively in Table 1, and are listed qualitatively as P(H) values in Table
6.4 in Attachment 4. Temporal and spatial probabilities are also subjective inputs, and risk to life in particular is
sensitive to these. As far as can be judged from available evidence, it is thought that the inputs are reasonable.
However, it is understood and readily acknowledged that other LRM assessors might adopt different inputs, and
hence estimate different risks to property and life. 2. It must also be understood that the acceptance criteria for
any risk shall be determined by regulators, not LRM risk assessors. Some guidance in this regard is offered in
Attachment 6.
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Likelihood, consequence and qualitative risk analysis of Scenarios 1 – 8. Risks
to infrastructure are Low for all hazards.

2

Rockfall/rock topple
Small scale; in mudstone, from the lower parts of the
cliff face; extremely rapid; involving a width of cliff
face of at least 20m.

3

4

5

Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of
cliff face of at least 5m.
Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of
cliff face of at least 1m.
Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of
cliff face of at least 0.5m.

6

Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving a single boulder (joint fragment) up
to 0.1m in diameter.

7

Earthslide
Very small scale landslide, from at or near cliff top,
up to 5m wide and less than about 2m3 in volume;
extremely rapid, moist to wet, suspended to active

8

Tree or tree limb fall
Very small scale fallen tree and/or limb, from at or
near cliff top, with a downslope affected zone up to
about 5m wide; extremely rapid.

Unlikely

6
Recommended
risk treatment

5
Level of risk to
assets below

Level of risk to
assets above
and behind

4

Likely

Almost
Certain
to Likely

Almost
Certain

Low

Not applicable (no assets below)

Rockfall/rock topple
Small scale; in siltstone and sandstone, from any
part of the cliff face; extremely rapid; involving a
width of cliff face of at least 20m.

Medium to Consequence
road
to assets

1

3

Insignificant

Scenario

2

Insignifican
t

1

Likelihood of
occurrence

Table 1.

21 January 2020

Notes
Column 1: refer to cross sections (Figures 4 and 5 in report) for explanations of size and speed.
Note definition of size is not from AGS2007c.
Column 2: refer to Attachment 7 for an explanation of Likelihood terms.
Column 3: refer to Attachment 7 for an explanation of Consequence terms.
Assets( ie property, infrastructure) in this instance = Talone Road and fence
Column 4: refer to Attachment 7 for an explanation of Risk terms.
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Cyclone fencing extends close to the cliff edge on the seaward side of Talone Road the full
length of the study area. Its height ranges from 1.1m and 1.4m from the northern end south to
the large eucalypts opposite 53/55 Talone Road. From this point for a short distance south it is
about 0.8m high. It increases in height to about 1.3 – 1.4m, and then decreases again to about
0.8m opposite the blowhole (Figure 8).

Figure 8.

3.2.2

Different heights of the cyclone fence at the Talone Road carpark opposite the
Blackmans Bay Blowhole (at DCP11). At left, the fence is 1.4m high; at right, about
0.9m. Abseilers anchor from this location. Anecdotally, an old couch was positioned
at one time over the fence at left.
Age and condition

Local residents say the fence is several decades old. Some of the posts are slightly loose.
Apart from its variable height, its condition is fair.

3.2.3

Fence upgrading

IPM has recommended the fence be upgraded. It is suggested here that if it is replaced, it
should be of uniform height and material type. A minimum height of 1.2m is suggested as
reasonable (there are likely to be objections from local residents if it any higher, and height is
not a serious deterrent to people intent on scaling it).
There is very limited opportunity to change its location – except perhaps at the Talone Road
carpark, where it could be moved a short distance into the carpark to move sightseers further
William C Cromer Pty Ltd 74A Channel Highway Taroona Tasmania 7053
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away from the risk of hazard 1. However, any slight reduction in risk to life would perhaps be
offset by a larger number of people attempting to climb over the fence if it offered a wider area
on the seaward side.

3.2.4

Fence footing design

Footing design for a new fence is an engineering issue, but it could be informed by the DCP
results (Attachment 5) showing soil thickness and strength.

3.2.5

Blowhole fence

The existing metal fence is about 1.8m high and in good condition. In my view it requires no
upgrading apart from where it has been damaged by a leaning casuarina. The tree should also
be removed.

3.3

Abseiling

3.3.1

Abseiling activities

Mr. L. Hamilton of TCIA, and Mr. P. Harris of AA, both conduct abseiling activities. The former
runs school groups, and the latter school and other groups of all ages.
Other competent groups probably also use the site, and it is known that some experienced
individuals abseil alone. Mr. Hamilton noted that he has observed inexperienced people also
abseil alone or in small groups.
The abseiling sites are in the Talone Road car park, and one or two locations about 40m to the
south where the cliff is lower.
It is estimated that about 30 or more visits are made annually by abseiling groups. Group size
range from one or two people, up to about 20.
Only one person abseils at a time from an anchor point.

3.3.2

Abseiling anchor points

All groups apparently use existing anchor points: eg trees in front of or behind the fence, the
fence itself, and presumably any point able to safely cope with the weight of a single person.
Several anchors might be used for each abseil.
There are no formal, recognised anchor points.
Both TCIA and AA agreed that formal, engineered anchor points would be beneficial.
Typically, they would be just on the seaward side of the fence, and might be eye bolts attached
to a vertical rod or column cemented into demonstrable bedrock. All or some could also be
located on the landward side of the fence, although these would be more likely to be
vandalised.
Typically, the installed anchors would be between about 0.8m and 1.2m apart, and an installed
depth of about 0.3m into bedrock would probably suffice.
Installing engineered anchor points on either or both sides of an upgraded fence might
perversely increase rather than decrease the risk of abseiling incidents. While they would
benefit all abseilers, they might encourage increased abseiling by inexperienced people.
William C Cromer Pty Ltd 74A Channel Highway Taroona Tasmania 7053
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Warning signs

IPM recommended warning signs be erected in the study area. From a geotechnical
perspective, signs probably do little to address risks to life occasioned by hazards 1 – 8. But
from a duty-of-care perspective, signage along the cliff edge and shore platform is appropriate.
The main elements at risk are cliff jumpers and other thrill seekers, and people intent on
suicide, and it is difficult to regulate against these activities.

3.4

Public education

IPM recommended a public education program to raise awareness of public risk in the area.
This is likely to be beneficial in a general sense, but is unlikely to reduce geotechnical risk to
life.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions arise from this report.
The sea cliffs in the study area comprise Permian-age siltstone, sandstone and mudstone
dipping at approximately 120 to the west southwest. The rocks are or relatively high strength,
and show prominent subvertical jointing at various directions and spacings. The Blackmans
Bay Blowhole has formed from marine erosion along a major joint direction at least 6,000 years
or so ago, but possibly 120,000 – 130,000 years ago, and perhaps older.
Three types of geotechnical hazards exist at and near the Blackmans Bay Blowhole:
rockfalls/topples, landslides and tree falls. Various volumes and sizes of rockfalls/topples are
considered separately in this report. The hazards are:
1. Rockfall at least 20m wide (multiple boulders) in sandstone/siltstone
2. Rockfall at least 20m wide (multiple boulders) in mudstone
3. Rockfall/topple up to 5m wide (one or more boulders)
4. Rockfall/topple at least 1m diameter
5. Rockfall/topple 0.5m in diameter
6. Rockfall/topple 0.1m in diameter
7. Landslide (earthslide) up to 5m wide
8. Tree fall/topple
Risk to property (ie assets such as Talone Road and the cliff top fence, but no houses) from all
hazards is regarded as Low and no risk treatment is required.
Risk to Life for individuals and groups has been considered for four kinds of activities exposed
to all or some of the hazards:
1. walking on the shore platform at and near the base of the cliffs,
2. sightseers at the top of the cliff at the Talone Road carpark,
3. abseiling parties, and
4. kayakers and swimmers entering the blowhole via its mouth.
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For these examples, risk to life to individuals and ranges from about 3 x 10-9 to 6 x 10-6 for the
first two examples, from about 7 x 10-8 to 3.5 x 10-4 for the third activity, and from 2 x 10-5 to 5
x 10-4 for the last activity.
From a group perspective, risks to life for two of the activities plots in the ALARP region of the
societal risk graph. The remaining risks to life plot in the Acceptable region of the graph.
The highest risk to life (5 x 10-4) is to individuals in the blowhole itself, occasioned by hazard 4.
The regulator determines risk acceptability criteria. If risks to life are required to be treated,
reducing the likelihood of hazards 1 – 8 is not considered practicable. Reducing the
consequences should be the focus. Some consequence-reducing actions could include:


moving the existing fence a metre or two inland at the Talone Road carpark, and at the
same time limiting the number of sightseers able to stand close to the edge of the cliff
(eg by constructing a narrow, partly enclosed walkway) to no more than (say) 2
people, and



preventing or discouraging access to the base of the blowhole by kayakers and
swimmers.

In relation to fence upgrades, abseiling anchors, signage and public education, no specific
geotechnical risk treatments are required.

W. C. Cromer
Principal

This report is and must remain accompanied by the following Attachments
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Attachment 2
(8 pages)
Location, cadastre, contours, aerial imagery, hill shading, published geology, and
landslide, coastal erosion and coastal inundation hazard areas
Source: www.thelist.tas.gov.au

Location, cadastre, 5m contours
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Aerial imagery
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Published geology
Calver, C. R. (compiler). 2007. Digital
Geological Atlas 1:25,000 Scale Series.
Sheet 5223. Blackmans Bay. Mineral
Resources Tasmania.
Key to colours
Blue (symbol Pua) = Permian sedimentary
rocks – unfossiliferous glaciomarine
interbedded mudstone, siltstone and
minor sandstone (Abels Bay Formation);
Yellow (symbol Q) = Quaternary
unconsolidated sediments; Yellow with
brown dots (symbol Qhw)= Quaternary
dune sand; Light yellow (symbol Qhb) =
Holocene beach sand.
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GDA94

Landslide Hazard Bands
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GDA94

Coastal Erosion Hazard
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GDA94

Interim Planning Scheme
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Attachment 3
(3 pages)
Site photography
Hazard numbers correspond to those in Figures 4 and 5 in the report.
Drone imagery by Bill Cromer, 2 January 2020

P1

Siltstone
Mudstone

Plate 1 (above). View WSW towards the mouth of the Blackmans Bay Blowhole. The Permian sedimentary
rocks dip at about 120 away from the camera. The shore platform is devoid of fallen rocks (removed by
wave action).

Earthslide (Hazard 7)

Earthslide (Hazard 7)

Fallen tree (Hazard 8)

Rockfalls (Hazard 4-6)
Siltstone

P2
Mudstone
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Earthslide (Hazard 7)
Fallen tree (Hazard 8)

P3

Rockfalls (Hazard 4-6)

Plate 3 (above). View WSW towards a major set of subvertical joints trending in the same direction.
Plate 4 (below). View SSW. Note rockfalls, and accelerated marine erosion WSW along major joints

Earthslide (Hazard 7)

P4
Rockfall (Hazards 3-6)
Siltstone

Mudstone

Source for Hazard 3

Accelerated erosion

Rockfall (Hazard 3)
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Earthslide (Hazard 7)

Relatively rapid erosion
along major WSW joint
set

Siltstone

Fallen tree (Hazard 8)

Mudstone
Rockfall (Hazards 3-6)

Plate 5 (above). View W towards a major set of subvertical joints trending WSW. Boulder (ie joint spacing) is
smaller than elsewhere along the cliff line.
Plate 6 (below). View N. A major rock fall involving mostly mudstone occurred since March 2008 (see
Attachment 4).

Source for Hazard 1
Recent (post- 2008)
rockfall (Hazard 2)

P6

Siltstone
Largest boulder approx. 9m
x 8m x 5m = 360m3 = 800t

Boulders from older rockfalls
removed by wave action
Mudstone
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Attachment 4
(3 pages)
Comparative satellite imagery showing aspects of slope instability over 9.5 years
Hazard numbers correspond to those in Figures 4 and 5 in the report.
Source: Google Earth. Note varying angular distortion between images; tides and sun angles differ

2008, 31 March

2017, 13 November
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2017, 13 November

Rockfall (Hazards 3-5)

Grid North
50

0
Approx. metres
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2017, 13 November

Rockfall (Hazard 2)
Largest boulder approx. 9m
x 8m x 5m = 360m3 = 800t

Grid North
50

0
Approx. metres
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Attachment 5
(7 pages)
Dynamic cone penetrometer (DCP) results
The Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) Test is a standard method of
assessing the strengths of subsurface materials. A steel hammer weighing
9kg falls 510mm down a steel rod onto a stop, driving the rod (with a 20mm
diameter steel cone tip) into the ground. The number of hammer blows to
penetrate each 100mm of depth is recorded. The method is described in
Australian Standard AS 1289.6.3.2 – 1997 Method 6.3.2: Soil strength and
consolidation tests – Determination of the penetration resistance of a soil – 9
kg dynamic cone penetrometer test.
DCP locations are shown on the satellite image below. DCP profiles and
site photographs are on the following five pages. Published correlations
between DCP values and some soil properties are shown on Figure 4.1
(last page of this Attachment).

DCP1
DCP2
DCP3
DCP4
DCP5
DCP6

DCP7
DCP7A
DCP8
DCP9
DCP9A
DCP10

DCP11
DCP12
DCP16
DCP15

DCP13
DCP14
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DCP2

Bouncing on bedrock

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP4

DCP3

Bedrock

Bedrock
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DCP5

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP6

Bedrock

DCP7

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP7A

Bouncing on bedrock
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DCP8

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP9

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP9A

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP10

Bedrock
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DCP11

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP12

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP13

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP14
Bedrock
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DCP15

Bouncing on bedrock

DCP16

Bouncing on bedrock
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(a) Allowable bearing capacity from DCP results

Reference: Look, B. (2014). Handbook of Geotechnical Investigation and Design Tables (2nd edition).
CRC Press. The Netherlands. Table 5.15. The Table applies to shallow footings. Factor of Safety =3.
For high and low plasticity clays the allowable bearing capacity may be lower and higher, respectively.

(b) Soil and rock parameters from DCP results

Reference: Look, B. (2014). Handbook of Geotechnical Investigation and Design Tables (2nd
edition). CRC Press. The Netherlands. Table 5.11.

(c) CBR values from DCP results

Reference: Look, B. (2014). Handbook of Geotechnical Investigation and Design
Tables (2nd edition). CRC Press. The Netherlands. Table 5.13.

Figure 5.1.

Published correlations between DCP values and some soil properties
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Attachment 6
(13 pages)
Landslide Risk Management
This Attachment addresses slope stability issues (rockfall/topple, landslide and tree falls) for
Hazards 1 – 8 described in Section 3 of the report. Hazard locations are along and adjacent to
the sea cliff in the study area depicted in Attachment 2. This Attachment is in accordance with
Australian Geomechanics Society (AGS) Landslide Risk Management (2007)9. The process is
depicted in Figure 6.1. The main types of landslide movement are shown in Figure 6.2 and
Table 6.1.

Figure 6.1. Framework for Landslide Risk Management
Source: Reproduced without amendment from AGS (2007a). Guideline for Landslide Susceptibility, Hazard and Risk Zoning.
Australian Geomechanics, Vol 42 No 1 March 2007
9

The five AGS documents are:
AGS (2007a). Guideline for Landslide Susceptibility, Hazard and Risk Zoning. Australian Geomechanics, Vol 42 No 1
March 2007
AGS (2007b). Commentary on Guideline for Landslide Susceptibility, Hazard and Risk Zoning. Australian
Geomechanics, Vol 42 No 1 March 2007
AGS (2007c). Practice Notes Guidelines for Landslide Risk Management. Australian Geomechanics Vol 42 No 1
March 2007
AGS (2007d). Commentary on Practice Notes Guidelines for Landslide Risk Management. Australian Geomechanics
Vol 42 No 1 March 2007
AGS (2007e). The Australian Geoguides for Slope Management and Maintenance. Australian Geomechanics Vol 42
No 1 March 2007
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Main types of landslide movement
Source:
From Appendix B of AGS (2007c). Practice Notes Guidelines for Landslide Risk Management. Australian
Geomechanics Vol 42 No 1 March 2007
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Main types of landslide movement
Source:
From Appendix B of AGS (2007c). Practice Notes Guidelines for Landslide Risk Management.
Australian Geomechanics Vol 42 No 1 March 2007

LANDSLIDE RISK MANAGEMENT (LRM)
6.1

Preliminary

6.1.1

Desktop review of slope instability

A review of the Mineral Resources Tasmania landslide map and database revealed no known
and catalogued instances of slope instability in or adjacent to the study area.
Attachment 2 shows the parts of the cliff line are in the Low and Medium Landslide Hazard
Bands10.
6.1.2 Field evidence and mechanisms/triggers of slope instability
Rockfalls and topples
Rockfalls and rock topples are the main forms of slope instability in the study area. Aerial and
satellite imagery shows the foreshore is locally littered with rock debris. All sizes are involved,
from failures involving single rock fragments weighing less than a kilogram, to individual
cobbles weighing a few tens of kilograms, to individual boulders weighing several tonnes, to
composite falls of thousands of well-graded rock material or boulders collectively involving
hundreds of tonnes. Examples are shown in the photographs in Attachments 3 and 4.
Earth slides
Very small to small earth slides involving only the soil profile are evident at several locations
along the cliff line. Most are focussed where major joints trend WSW, and some extend down
the cliff face (Attachment 3).
Mechanisms for rockfalls/topples are primarily gravity-induced movements on bedding
surfaces, joints and other defects, caused by slow weakening or erosion of fine particles by
physical and chemical weathering by wind and water. Triggers for movement are related to the
frequency and intensity of rain events, and less commonly to earthquake vibrations. The
earthslides move over bedrock, and are triggered also mainly by rain.
6.1.3 Site plans and maps
Site plans and maps are included in Attachments to this report.

10

Landslide Hazard Bands are computer-generated models from published geology at various scales and slope
angles. Individual pixels on hazard band maps may be the size of a house or larger. The banding may need to be
amended after site inspection.
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Site sections and conceptual geological models

Conceptual geological cross sections are presented in Figures 5 and 6 in the report, at the
locations shown in Figure 7.

6.3

Hazard Analysis

6.3.1

Hazard characterisation

As summarised in Section 3.1.2, three types of geotechnical hazards are identified in the study
area, and are shown in Figures 5 and 6:


Hazards 1 – 6 are rockfalls/topples involving different volumes of material – from
failures of hundreds of tonnes (Hazards 1 and 2), to individual small boulders weighing
a few kilograms (Hazard 6)11. Examples of these hazards are depicted in Plates 2 – 6
in Attachment 3, and in Attachment 4.



Hazard 7 are very small landslides (earthslides12) from at or near the top of the sea
cliffs, involving failure of the soil profile. Examples are shown in Plates 2, 3 and 5 in
Attachment 3.



Hazard 8 are tree and limb falls. Examples are depicted in Plates 2, 3 and 5 in
Attachment 3.

The hazards are characterised as follows:
Scenario 1: Rockfall/rock topple
Small scale; in siltstone and sandstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely rapid; involving
a width of cliff face of at least 20m.
Scenario 2: Rockfall/rock topple
Small scale; in mudstone, from the lower parts of the cliff face; extremely rapid; involving a width
of cliff face of at least 20m.
Scenario 3: Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of cliff face of at least 5m.
Scenario 4: Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of cliff face of at least 1m.
Scenario 5: Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of cliff face of at least 0.5m.
.
Scenario 6: Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving a single boulders (joint fragment) up to 0.1m in diameter.
Scenario 7: Earthslide
Very small scale landslide, from at or near cliff top, up to 5m wide and less than about 2m3 in
volume; extremely rapid.
Scenario 8: Tree or tree limb fall
Very small scale, from at or near cliff top, with a downslope affected zone up to about 5m wide;
extremely rapid.

11
The inset Tables on Figures 5 and 6 define landslide size and speed. Even rockfalls of hundreds of tonnes are
“small”.
12
Earthslides are landslides involving mostly soil, with only minor proportions of rock.
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Note that the nominal boulder sizes of Scenarios 1 – 6 are observable in the study area. The
sizes chosen are intended as examples only, and any size could of course be represented.
6.3.2 Frequency analysis
Table 6.2 lists the subjective likelihood of occurrence of the scenarios shown in Figures 5 and 6
under current conditions. Terminology for measures of likelihood are explained in Attachment 7.
6.3.3 Elements at risk
Elements at risk for Scenarios 1 – 8 include sightseers, recreational walkers along the top and
base of the cliff, abseiling individuals and groups, kayakers, swimmers and cliff jumpers.
It is envisaged that no rockfall/topple or any other form of landslide can credibly involve
occupants of houses on the western side of Talone Road, or pedestrians and occupants of
vehicles on the road.
Table 6.2

Evidence for and subjective likelihood of occurrence of Scenarios 1 – 8.
1

2

Scenario

Field Evidence

3
Current
likelihood

1

Rockfall/rock topple
Small scale; in siltstone and sandstone, from any
part of the cliff face; extremely rapid; involving a
width of cliff face of at least 20m.

At least one source identified
northeast of study area (see Plate
6 in Attachment 3)

Possible

2

Rockfall/rock topple
Small scale; in mudstone, from the lower parts of the
cliff face; extremely rapid; involving a width of cliff
face of at least 20m.

One recent (<20 year old) example
identified northeast of study area
(see Plate 6 in Attachment 3)

Likely

3

Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of
cliff face of at least 5m.

4

Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of
cliff face of at least 1m.

5

6

Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of
cliff face of at least 0.5m.
Rockfall/rock topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving a single boulder (joint fragment) up
to 0.1m in diameter.

Almost
Certain to
Likely

Within study area, at least one
source identified (see Plate 4 in
Attachment 3), and the results of
many rockfalls/topples are the
range of boulder sizes observed on
shore platform (see Plates 3-6 in
Attachment 3, and Attachment 4)

Almost
Certain

7

Earthslide
Very small scale landslide, from at or near cliff top,
up to 5m wide and less than about 2m3 in volume;
extremely rapid, moist to wet, suspended to active

Several examples observed at and
near cliff top along full length of
study area (see Plates 2, 3 and 5 in
Attachment 3)

8

Tree or tree limb fall
Very small scale fallen tree and/or limb, from at or
near cliff top, with a downslope affected zone up to
about 5m wide; extremely rapid.

Several examples observed at and
near cliff top along full length of
study area (see Plates 2, 3 and 5 in
Attachment 3)

Notes
Column 1: refer to cross sections (Figures 4 and 5 in report) for explanations of size and speed.
Note definition of size is not from AGS2007c.
Column 3: refer to Attachment 7 for an explanation of Likelihood terms.
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Consequence analysis and qualitative risk to property estimation

Table 6.3 is a consequence analysis and risk to property (assets) assessment for the eight
scenarios in Figures 5 and 6. The assets are Talone Road and the fence along the top of the
cliff line. There are no assets on or along the base of the cliff line.
Current subjective risk to assets is judged to be Low for Scenarios 1 and 8.
No risk treatment is recommended for any Scenario.
Likelihood, consequence and qualitative risk analysis of Scenarios 1 – 8. Risks to
infrastructure are Low for all hazards.

Unlikely

2

Rockfall/rock
topple
Small scale; in mudstone, from the lower parts of the
cliff face; extremely rapid; involving a width of cliff
face of at least 20m.

Likely

3

Rockfall/rock
topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of
cliff face of at least 5m.

Almost
Certain
to Likely

4

Rockfall/rock
topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of
cliff face of at least 1m.

5

Rockfall/rock
topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving one or more boulders over a width of
cliff face of at least 0.5m.

6

Rockfall/rock
topple
Very small scale; in siltstone, sandstone or
mudstone, from any part of the cliff face; extremely
rapid; involving a single boulder (joint fragment) up
to 0.1m in diameter.

7

Earthslide
Very small scale landslide, from at or near cliff top,
up to 5m wide and less than about 2m3 in volume;
extremely rapid, moist to wet, suspended to active

8

Tree
or
tree
limb
fall
Very small scale fallen tree and/or limb, from at or
near cliff top, with a downslope affected zone up to
about 5m wide; extremely rapid.

Low

Almost
Certain

Notes
Column 1: refer to cross sections (Figures 4 and 5 in report) for explanations of size and speed.
Note definition of size is not from AGS2007c.
Column 2: refer to Attachment 7 for an explanation of Likelihood terms.
Column 3: refer to Attachment 7 for an explanation of Consequence terms.
Assets( ie property, infrastructure) in this instance = Talone Road and fence
Column 4: refer to Attachment 7 for an explanation of Risk terms.
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6
Recommended
risk treatment

5
Level of risk to
assets below

4

Not applicable (no assets below)

Rockfall/rock
topple
Small scale; in siltstone and sandstone, from any
part of the cliff face; extremely rapid; involving a
width of cliff face of at least 20m.

Insignificant

1

3

Level of risk to
assets above and
behind

Scenario (Existing conditions)

2

Medium to Consequence to
road
assets

1

Likelihood of
occurrence

Table 6.3

None
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6.5

Quantitative risk to life estimation for various site activities

6.5.1

Example situations in the study area

Risk to life is more important than risk to property for the study area. The following four
examples (Figure 6.3) are considered reasonable examples of existing activities in the study
area. Other examples could of course also be generated.
Fig. 6.3(a). Example 1. A mobile recreational
individual walking on the shore platform, subject
to hazards 1 – 8.

Fig. 6.3.(b). Example 2. Sightseers (3 people at
a time) static at the fenceline at the Talone
Street carpark, subject to hazard 1 only.

See Figures 5 and 6 for cross sections.
See Table 6.2 for brief descriptions of hazards.
Individual makes a return traverse (red dotted line)
once a fortnight along full foreshore length (350m) = 25
return traverses a year.

See Figure 5 for cross section.
See Table 6.2 for brief descriptions of hazards.
On average 3 people stand as a group (red oval) at the
sightseeing spot in the carpark for 10 hours a day, 365
days a year.

Top of
cliff

Base of
cliff

Top of
cliff

Base of
cliff

Shore
platform

Shore
platform

Track of
individual
(return trip)
Cliff

Water
Mouth

Carpark
Blowhole

Cliff

Sightseeing
group

Water

Mouth

Carpark
Blowhole

Fence

Fig. 6.3(c) Example 3. A small static abseiling
group (5 people) at the base of the cliff near the
blowhole mouth, subject to hazards 1, 3 and 4.
See Figures 5 and 6 for cross sections
See Table 6.2 for brief descriptions of hazards.
Up to 5 people stand as a group (red oval) on the shore
platform near the blowhole mouth for 15 mins 25 times
a year.
Top of
cliff

Fence

Fig. 6.3(d). Example 4. An individual mobile
kayaker or swimmer entering the blowhole via its
mouth (calm seas are presumed), subject to
hazards 3 and 4.
See Figure 5 for cross section
See Table 6.2 for brief descriptions of hazards.
One kayaker or swimmer spends 0.25 hours on
average each week at the site.

Base of
cliff

Top of
cliff

Base of
cliff

Shore
platform

Cliff

Shore
platform

Water

Cliff

Mouth

Water

Mouth
Carpark

Carpark
Blowhole

Figure 6.3

Track of
kayaker or
swimmer

Abseiling
group

Fence

Blowhole

Schematic plans for examples 1 – 4.
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Example 1 [Figure 6.3(a)]

In this example, a mobile recreational individual walks along the shore platform, and is
exposed to hazards 1 – 8. He or she is assumed to be able to navigate across the mouth of the
blowhole, and walks the full length of the study area – about 350m. Travelling at 1km/hour, a
single traverse takes about 20 minutes, and the return trip a similar time. The individual does
this once a fortnight on average, for a total of 16 hours per year, and a temporal probability
[P(T:S)] of 2 x 10-3.
The foreshore in this example is considered an existing site/slope.
Frequency analysis inferred from site observations provides a range of likelihoods [P(H)] for the
hazards, summarised in Table 6.4. The summed risk to life [R(LOL)]]13 from all eight hazards for
this individual is estimated at 6 x 10-6.
Table 6.4
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Risks to Life for Example 1
P[H]
0.001
0.005
0.05
0.5
1
10
0.1
0.1

ni
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

w
1
1
1
0.75
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.5

f
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

d
20
20
5
1
0.5
0.1
5
5

V[D:T]
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.3
0.5

si
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Total individual risk is sum of
risks

R[LOL]
8E-08
4E-07
1E-06
2E-06
1E-06
2E-07
1E-06
1E-06
6E-06

The F- N pairs for hazard 1, and all hazards combined, for this individual most at risk plot on
the Acceptable region of the societal risk graph (Figure 6.4).

6.5.3

Example 2 [Figure 6.3(b)]

In this static example, on average, there are 3 people sightseeing at the fenceline at the
Talone Street carpark for 10 hours a day, 365 days a year, for a total exposed population (e) of
43,800 people a year. Each person spends 15 minutes at the site, and is subject only to
Hazard 1 where P(H) = 1 x 10-4. The site is an existing element at risk.
An individual is present for 0.25 hours, which is 2.9 x 10-5 as a proportion of the year. The
annual risk to loss of life to this individual most at risk is 1 x 10-4 x 1 x 2.9 x 10-5 x 1 = 3 x 10-9.
13

Explanation of symbols used in risk to life assessment
P[H] the annual probability that the rockfall/topple tree fall occurs
ni
the number of traverses the individual most at risk makes annually
w
the proportion of the shore platform width affected by the rockfall/topple (range 0 – 1)
a reduction factor to reflect probability of individual being present when rockfall occurs (range 0 – 1; 1 = no
f
reduction)
d
boulder diameter or tree canopy size (metres)
V[D:T] Vulnerability of the individual most at risk impacted by the rockfall/topple (range 0 – 1; 1 = certain death)
si
speed (km/hr) of the individual most at risk along the shore platform
(1km/hr for 350m long foreshore = about 40 minutes spent on foreshore daily by the individual)
R[LOL] the annual probability of loss of life of the individual most at risk. Derived from equation 3.1 in AGS2007c:
R[LOL] = P[H] x P[S:H] x P[T:S] x V[D:T], where P[S:H] is probability of spatial impact. In example 1, it is =
wd/l where l = length of shore platform,
and where P[T:S] = temporal probability
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To calculate the F-N pair for this situation, the temporal probability [P(T:S)] is 0.42 (10 out of 24
hours every day). The probability of the hazard impacting the people is F = 1 x 10-4 x 1 x 0.42 =
4 x 10-5. Assume all 3 people are killed if the hazard occurs (N = 3).
This F- N pair plots in the ALARP (As Low as Reasonably Practicable) region of the societal
risk graph (Figure 6.4).

6.5.4

Example 3 [Figure 6.3(c)]

In this static example, 5 abseilers at a time gather at the base of the abseiling site below the
Talone Street carpark, and spend 15 minutes each on the shore platform before climbing back
up the cliff (all under supervision). The group repeats this exercise 25 times a year.
The site is an existing element at risk.
The group is at risk of life from exposure to Hazards 1, 3 and 4. It is assumed that death would
not result from hazards 5, 6 and 7, and hazard 2 does not exist since the mudstone at the site
is below the abseilers.
For individual risk to life:


for Hazard 1, an individual is present for 0.25 x 25 = 6 hours per year, which is 7 x 10-4
as a proportion of the year. The annual risk to loss of life to this individual most at risk
is 1 x 10-4 x 1 x 7 x 10-4 x 1 = 7 x 10-8.



for Hazard 3, the annual risk to loss of life to this individual most at risk is 2 x 10-2 x 1 x 7
x 10-4 x 1 = 1 x 10-5, and



for Hazard 4, the annual risk to loss of life to this individual most at risk is 5 x 10-1 x 1 x 7
x 10-4 x 1 = 3.5 x 10-4.

For group risk to life, it is assumed that only Hazards 1 and 3 are capable of causing multiple
deaths. To calculate the F-N pair for groups of five people at this site, the temporal probability
[P(T:S)] is 3.5 x 10-3 (ie 5 x 0.25 x 25 = 31 hours per year = 3.5 x 10-3 as a proportion of a year).
The probability of hazard 1 impacting the people is F = 1 x 10-4 x 1 x 3.5 x 10-3 = 3.5 x 10-7. The
probability of hazard 3 impacting the people is F = 2 x 10-2 x 1 x 3.5 x 10-3 = 7 x 10-5.
Assume all 5 people are killed if either hazard occurs (N = 5).
The F- N pair for hazard 1 plots in the Acceptable region of the societal risk graph (Figure 6.4).
The F- N pair for hazard 3 plots on the ALARP region of the societal risk graph (Figure 6.4).

6.5.5

Example 4 [Figure 6.3(d)]

In this mobile example, one individual kayaker or swimmer per week enters the blowhole via its
mouth (calm seas are presumed necessary for entry, but are not common). The individual is
subject to hazards 3 and 4. It is assumed that hazard 1 is not credible inside the blowhole,
death would not result from hazards 5, 6 and 7, and hazard 2 does not exist since the
mudstone at the site is below the abseilers. The blowhole and mouth is an existing element at
risk.
Each individual spends 0.25 hours at the site. For individual risk to life:


for Hazard 3, an individual is present for 0.25 x 50 = 12 hours per year, which is 1 x 10-3
as a proportion of the year. The annual risk to loss of life to this individual most at risk is
2 x 10-2 x 1 x 1 x 10-3 x 1 = 2 x 10-5.
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for Hazard 4, the annual risk to loss of life to this individual most at risk is 0.5 x 1 x 1 x
10-3 x 1 = 5 x 104.

The F- N pair for hazard 4 for this individual most at risk plot on the ALARP region of the
societal risk graph (Figure 6.4).
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UNACCEPTABLE

F – Annual probability of at least N ftalities

F – N pair for Example 4, Hazard 4

1E-04

F – N pair for Example 3, Hazard 3
F – N pair for Example 2, Hazard 1

1E-05

ALARP

F – N pair for Example 1, all hazards
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Figure 6.4

Societal risk graph for risks to life estimated for Examples 1 – 4 in the study area.
The acceptability shown here of the risks is for guidance only and is based on
AGS2007c Section 8 Table 1 reproduced here in Figure 6.5. Kingborough Council as
regulator should assess the acceptability of the risks against its own organisational
criteria.

6.6

Comment on acceptability criteria for landslide risk

6.6.1

Acceptability of risk to property

The regulatory authority shall determine whether or not a risk to property is acceptable,
tolerable or otherwise.
Guidance is provided in the AGS (2007c) tables in Attachment 7.
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Acceptability of risk to life

The regulatory authority shall determine whether or not a risk to life is acceptable, tolerable or
otherwise. Guidance is provided in Figure 6.5, which is presented unamended from AGS
(2007c) Section 8.

Figure 6.5

6.7

Guidance on risk to life criteria (AGS (2007c), Section 8 (Table 1 and its accompanying
notes on pages 77 and 78). In relation to Notes 1 – 5, it is suggested that the sea cliffs
in the study area at Blackmans Bay would reasonably fall into “Existing Slopes” since a
very large proportion of them show no recognisable landsliding “over at least several
seasons…” even though their very existence is due to slope instability (albeit mostly
over much longer time frames). Categorising the cliffs as “Existing Landslides” would
seem unreasonable, since in this report none of the observed landslides or rockfalls is
regarded as requiring remediation.

Adherence of this LRM to AGS (2007)

Table 6.5 compares the items required by AGS (2007c) to be addressed in LRM, with this
report.
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Table 6.5. Extent of adherence of this report to AGS (2007c) reporting requirements
AGS (2007c) Section 10
REPORTING
STANDARDS
"Section 10.1 The report on the risk assessment is to document the data gathered, the logic applied and
conclusion reached in a defensible manner.
The practitioner will gather relevant data, will assess the relevance of the data and will reach conclusions as to the
appropriate geotechnical model and basic assessment of the slope forming processes and rates. Full documentation of
these results provides evidence of completion, provides transparency in the light of uncertainty, enables the
assessment to be re-examined or extended at a later date and enables the assessment to be defended against critical
review. The process often identifies uncertainties or limitations of the assessment which also need to be documented
and understood."
Review of the current report
"Section 10.2 The data to be presented includes:

Data included in
report?

a.

List of data sources.

Yes

b.

Discussion of investigation methods used, and any limitations
thereof.

Yes

c.

Site plan (to scale) with geomorphic mapping results.

Yes

d.

All factual data from investigations, such as borehole and test
pit logs, laboratory test results, groundwater level
observations, record photographs.

Stated explanation
for omission of
missing data

Yes

e.

Location of all subsurface investigations and/or
outcrops/cuttings.

Yes

f.

Location of cross section(s).

Yes

g.

Cross section(s) (to scale) with interpreted subsurface model
showing investigation locations.

Yes

h.

Evidence of past performance.

Yes

i.

Local history of instability with assessed trigger events.

Yes

j.

Identification of landslides, on plan or section or both, and
discussed in terms of the geomorphic model, relevant slope
forming process and process rates. Landslides need to be
considered above the site, below the site and adjacent to the
site.

Yes

k.

Assessed likelihood of each landslide with basis thereof.

Yes

l.

Assessed consequence to property and life for each landslide
with basis thereof.

Yes

m.

Resulting risk for each landslide.

Yes

n.

Risk assessment in relation to tolerable risk criteria (e.g.
regulator’s published criteria where appropriate).

Yes

o.

Risk mitigation measures and options, including reassessed
risk once these measures are implemented."

Yes

"Where any of the above is not or cannot be completed, the report should document the missing elements, including an
explanation as to why. The report needs to clearly state whether the risk assessment is based on existing conditions or
with risk treatment measures implemented. In some cases, the assessment for both existing and after treatment should
be documented to demonstrate the effect of risk control measures on reducing risk. A report which does not properly
document the assessment is of limited value and would appear to have no reasonable basis."

6.8

Certificate of currency for Professional Indemnity Insurance

A copy of the certificate of currency for Professional Indemnity Insurance for William C Cromer
Pty Ltd is included here as Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6

Confirmation of insurance for William C Cromer Pty. Ltd.
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Attachment 7
(2 pages)
Qualitative terminology used in assessing risk to property
Source: Appendix C of AGS2007c.
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